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Background

Trained as a power engineer

Career that has bounced around – nuclear navy, 

mining, space remote sensing, vehicles

Electric vehicles => autonomous vehicles

I cancelled my trip to South Korea and let Vahid I 

could now come

Email from Vahid asking me to be on this panel

Email from Tom Martin to send him a presentation 

by March 20

Today is March 21



Installed in 100 days or it is free

 The grid situation is especially dire in 

South Australia, where several power 

outages and threats of power outages 

have caused concern. 

 Extreme weather, the closures of aging 

coal plants, the low price of gas, and 

the intermittency of renewables are 

blamed for causing the crisis. 

 Could battery storage alleviate some of 

the pressure of peak load times and 

make renewables fit better on the grid?

 100-300 MWh of storage to South 

Australia

 Elon Musk tweet of March 10, 2017

 $250/kWh at the pack level for 

100MWh+ systems. 

 The rate would bring the price of a 

100MWh system to $25 million.

A collection of Powerpacks at the storage facility next to the Mira 

Loma substation in Southern California.  Megan Geuss Ars Technica



IEEE interest in vehicles



Connected vehicles -

https://www.its.dot.gov/index.htm

V2V – Vehicle to vehicle

V2I – Vehicle to infrastructure

 Improve Safety, Mobility, Environment

What about Energy Storage, Microgrids

and Sustainable DER?



Need to have seamless interaction between 

generation, transmission, load, and information

March 2008 iPCGRID Presentation 

“Sensor Webs for The Grid”



http://www.flysfo.com/to-from/parking/long-term



Scaling up electric vehicle batteries

100 kWh is a good sized elective vehicle battery 

(300 mile range)

10 vehicles connected to charging stations would 

give 1MWh of connected battery storage for a 

microgrid operating in the area of the parking lot

Airports

Universities

Hospitals

Control architecture
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Cloud-based supervisory 
vehicle management: 

Coordination of multiple 
vehicles

Vehicle level Vehicle 
Dynamics (VD) control:

Deciding the driving 
status of each 

individual vehicle such 
as velocity, torque, 

acceleration, etc

Component level 
PowerTrain (PT) control:

Regulating the 
components on the 

powertrain such as engine 
states, battery SOC, 

exhaust management, etc

V2V 
communication

Parking 
Information

Charging 
Station 

Occupancy

Conventional

Hybrid Electric

Transportation Scale Autonomy: Connecting Vehicles with Hierarchical Model Predictive Control



M. Shahverdi, M. Mazzola, S. Abdelwahed, M. Doude, and D. Zhu, “MPC-based power management system for a plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicle for relaxing battery cycling,” IEEE Transportation Electrification Conf. (ITEC), Dearborn, MI, June 2016. 

Series Hybrid Powertrain Simulation 

Results over Urban Driving Cycle

Conclusions:

• Fuel Economy from MPC almost the same as 

optimal alternative (duty cycling)

• Battery State of Charge variation much reduced 

by MPC

Hybrid Electric Vehicle Battery 

Management with Model Predictive Control

On-Vehicle 

Software-in-the-

Loop Simulated 

interaction



Conclusions

Mix of electric vehicles on the road will increase

Connected vehicles are becoming much more the 

norm

100 kWh is a good sized elective vehicle battery 

(300 mile range)

If 10 electric vehicles can provide1MWh of 

connected battery storage, then we need to begin 

to view the union of these new technologies in our 

microgrid control architectures.



Late Breaking

Elon Musk supercharges progress on energy storage – Economist 

March 18, 2017

HOW much power does a tweetstorm involving two tech tycoons, 

the prime minister of Australia and 8.5m Twitter followers 

generate? Enough, at least, to supercharge a debate about the 

future role of batteries in the world’s energy mix.

But the total cost (including building the plant, for example) would 

be about $500 per kWh to hook the batteries up to the grid. A 

100MWh facility would cost $50M. 


